The accuracy of the energy landscape of silicon systems obtained from various density functional methods, a tight binding scheme and force fields is studied. Quantum Monte Carlo results serve as quasi exact reference values. In addition to the well known accuracy of DFT methods for geometric ground states and metastable configurations we find that DFT methods give a similar accuracy for transition states and thus a good overall description of the energy landscape. On the other hand, force fields give a very poor description of the landscape that are in most cases too rugged and contain many fake local minima and saddle points or ones that have the wrong height.
I. INTRODUCTION
In spite of the great progress in density functional methods for treating large systems, it is at present not possible to treat systems with more than about 1000 atoms in complex simulations where forces and energies have to be evaluated many times. This is for instance necessary in molecular dynamics simulations where one has to follow the evolution of the system over long time intervals or in global optimization methods for finding the ground state geometry. In these kinds of situations faster and more approximate methods such as force fields or tight binding schemes are widely used. Because of its technological importance several widely used force fields exist for silicon and large scale simulations, which are not feasible with density functional methods, are frequently performed using these more approximate methods.
These force fields are typically fitted to a data set of ground state structures, usually containing crystalline structures and sometimes also non-periodic structures. An accurate description of some ground state geometries is however not sufficient to ensure accurate dynamical simulations. Dynamical properties such as diffusion coefficients are related to other properties of the energy landscape such as barrier heights. The distribution of barrier heights and other properties of the silicon potential energy surface (PES) have been studied using forcefields 1 . In this paper we study overall properties of the energy landscape which are relevant in many different contexts. We look in particular at the accuracy of the barrier heights in the various schemes used for large scale simulations of silicon systems.
Since it is known that the barrier heights relevant to chemical reactions are not very well described with standard density functionals such as local density approximation (LDA) 2 or try constraint leads to the Fermion-sign problem that is cured by fixing the nodes of the projected state to be those of an approximate trial wavefunction. The resulting fixed-node error is the main uncontrolled error in DMC. Currently, a systematic improvement of the wavefunction by optimization of an increasing number of variational parameters is the most practical approach for reducing the fixed-node error.
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Force fields and other approximate methods are sometimes applied to systems that are very different from the systems that were in the fitting database. The question is therefore how reliable are force field based structure predictions of complex structures such as defects, interfaces or clusters. In most studies of such systems only one force field was used but in some exceptionally careful studies, such as in the study of dislocation kinks in silicon 7 and a comparative study of silicon empirical interatomic potentials 8 , the results of several force fields were compared and significant discrepancies in the results obtained from different force fields were indeed found. To shed light on the accuracy of force fields we examine the configurational density of states obtained by various approximate schemes for silicon. Ideally there would be a one-to-one mapping between stable structures (local minima) obtained using approximate and accurate methods. Consequently the density of configurations per energy interval would be identical for approximate and accurate methods.
II. METHODS
In our study we have included the most common force fields for silicon, namely the Tersoff force field, 9 the Stillinger-Weber force field, 10 the environmental-dependent interaction potential (EDIP) force field 11 and the Lenosky force field. The Tersoff force field, which has infinite range, was smoothly extrapolated to zero by a third order polynomial using cutoff radii that are large enough to ensure a smooth behavior of the potential. is the exchange reaction H + H 2 −→ H 2 + H where the DFT schemes do not predict a barrier at all. The poor performance seems to be due to poor cancellation of the electrostatic self-interaction errors in the DFT schemes. 30 In the literature this problem is known as "selfinteraction error" which is related to the delocalization error. 31 Hybrid functionals, which
give a better error cancellation, give improved barrier heights in this case. 26 Nevertheless researchers usually resort to wavefunction methods if highly accurate barrier heights are needed for chemical reactions. Table I shows that in our case the situation is entirely different. Already at the LDA level the barrier heights are reasonably accurate and actually slightly better than the B3LYP and PBE barriers. How can this surprising accuracy be explained? In contrast to chemical reactions our clusters are never torn apart into fragments when they move along the minimum energy pathway from one local minimum over a saddle point into another local minimum.
Even at the transition state (see Figs. 1 and 2) the silicon atoms are all in an environment that is similar to the environment at a local minimum and one cannot distinguish a saddle point configuration from a local minimum energy configuration by inspection. DFT self-interaction errors 31 are therefore expected to cancel to a large degree.
Since DFT is essentially a one determinant method one would expect that DFT results are Table II .
Table I also shows that the tight binding barrier heights are not reliable. The situation is yet worse for the force fields and we have not even attempted to give error bars. An additional complication, which will be discussed in next section, is that the potential energy surfaces of force fields contain many fake minima and consequently also many fake saddle points connecting the fake minima. 
IV. LOW ENERGY CONFIGURATIONS OF SILICON CLUSTERS AND CRYS-TALLINE STRUCTURES
A. Funnel-like structure of the PES The potential energy surface (PES) of the Si 16 cluster was explored systematically with all of the aforementioned classical many-body potentials and the Tight-Binding scheme using the minima hopping method 32 (MHM). The MHM consists of a sequence of consecutive short molecular dynamics runs and geometry relaxations. The MHM is a method that determines the global minimum of a given PES as well as other low-lying energy configurations very efficiently.
Atomic clusters range from structure seekers with well defined ground state configurations which can be found very rapidly with the MHM to glass-like systems for which it is very difficult to find the ground state. The speed with which a system finds its ground state is evidently a physical property of the system and should carry over to most computational geometry-optimization algorithms.
However, we have found considerable differences in the speed of finding the ground state configuration with the MHM when using the various potentials to describe the Si 16 cluster. Table III A database of stable configurations was generated by visiting 1000 different local minima with the MHM in each potential. To verify the accuracy of the potentials the ten energetically lowest structures were relaxed to the nearest local DFT minimum. The results of the investigation will be discussed separately for each potential and are represented in Fig. 8 .
The geometrical features to characterize surface properties of Si 16 isomers are described in Although some bond lengths are overestimated, all structures with only one exception were found to be stable in DFT calculations. However, three configurations with similar geometries converged to the same minimum structure. The ordering of the minima with respect to the energies within the Tight-Binding scheme and the DFT calculations is in fairly good agreement with the ideal correlation (see Fig. 6 ). While all four classical potentials fail to predict stable low-lying Si 16 isomers the Lenosky Tight-Binding scheme succeeds in most cases.
C. Flat regions of the PES
During DFT geometry relaxations one can encounter cases where the cluster is distorted considerably even though the energy decreases only slightly. Within these flat regions the norm of the force is small but may increase while the monotonous downhill progress in energy is preserved. Many steps are necessary in the steepest descent DFT geometry relaxation to overcome these flat plateau regions. Only the Lenosky Tight-Binding scheme provides an accurate energy trend when following the DFT relaxation pathway. All classical potentials fail to even describe the lowering of the configurational energy along the pathway (see Fig. 9 ). With the exception of the Lenosky force field these potentials give a strongly oscillating energy surface instead of a flat one along the pathway. This is a first indication that the classical potentials give a too rough PES. The MEAM ansatz of the Lenosky force field seems to give smoother surfaces than the other classical potentials. Furthermore, 120 random configurations were relaxed using the different potentials and the largest eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix were calculated when the local minimum configuration was reached. The larger and highly scattered eigenvalues (Table IV) 
D. Defects in crystalline Silicon
The MHM was used to explore the low energy region on the PES of bulk silicon. Starting with crystalline cubic diamond structure consisting of 216 Si atoms, 200000 local minima were found successively for each classical potential during the simulation. For the Lenosky Tight-Binding scheme only 25000 structures could be found due to limited computer time.
Periodic boundary conditions with respect to the ground state geometry were used to provide the appropriate bulk conditions. The ten energetically lowest configurations of each potential were used as input configurations for geometry relaxations in DFT.
The correct ground state geometry, the well-known diamond structure, is predicted with all the potentials. However, the structures of the first excited state of different force fields 
E. Configurational density of states of local minima
To describe the overall characteristics of the potential energy surface we chose the configurational density of states (C-DOS), i.e., the number of configurations per energy interval.
We approximate this C-DOS by the minima hopping density of states (MH-DOS) which is obtained simply by sampling the low energy region with the MHM and counting the number of distinct minima found in an energy interval. It has to be stressed that, in the plots we present in this paper, a more or less complete sampling of all minima can only be achieved in a very small interval around the global minimum. Only in this small interval of several eV we observe in the MH-DOS the expected exponential growth of the number of local minima with respect to the energy of the C-DOS. In our plots we show however a much larger energy interval where the number of states is the true number of states multiplied by the probability that a configuration in this energy range will be visited. Since this probability decreases with increasing energy the MH-DOS tends to zero for large energies in all our plots whereas the C-DOS would be orders of magnitude larger. Since the minima hopping method maps out higher and higher energy configurations when the minima hopping run is allowed to continue longer and longer, we can can compare the results of our standard length MHM run, where 200 000 configurations were found, to the results of a longer run, where 1000000 configurations were found. As one can see from Fig discussed above, to sheared structures. This is due to the fact that for these two potentials the C-DOS of unsheared amorphous structures is much lower than for the other potentials and the MHM starts therefore sampling higher energy regions corresponding to sheared structures. The differences in the C-DOS are responsible for the different speeds with which the global minimum is found (see Table III ).
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that DFT and in particular LDA barrier heights are rather accurate for rearrangement processes occurring in silicon clusters. This is good news since the estimation of diffusion coefficients and other dynamical properties in silicon systems are frequently based on DFT calculations. Since it is well established that DFT schemes give highly accurate results for structural properties, i.e., local minima of the potential energy surface, DFT calculations are able to provide very reliable potential energy surfaces for silicon systems.
The bad news is that force fields, that are widely used for dynamical simulations in large silicon systems, do not faithfully describe the potential energy surface. With the exception of the MEAM based Lenosky force field, all force fields give rise to potential energy surfaces that are too rugged. In an extended crystalline environment most force fields greatly overestimate the configurational density of states because they give rise to many fake defect structures which do not exist in more accurate schemes. The situation is even worse for non-periodic systems where the large majority of stable structures are fake. Simulations based on the use of a single force field should therefore be viewed with caution and should be verified by density functional calculations whenever this is feasible.
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